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About This Game

太陽の塩 - A Sun Of Salt

Unravel the mystery, the horror, and the people aboard your ship as captain of a small crew on a lifelong mission into the
unknown.

Game Features:

Visual novel gameplay.

Get to know an evolving cast of characters.

Take part in a dramatic sci-fi tale that can turn from romance to horror in an instant.
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Unravel the true nature of your mission.

Experience love, death, or friendship in branching paths that lead to one of 4 endings.

Get a small glimpse into the mind of your crew with experimental technology.
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Title: A Sun Of Salt
Genre: Indie
Developer:
NikuTreat
Publisher:
NikuTreat
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The people making the game went out of business, so Episode 2 will, to my knowledge, never be released. So if you are looking
for a game which will eventually be updated or even finished, look elsewhere.

Episode 1 itself is rather unpolished, and although it can be fun, it's not worth the price considering the story will never be
resolved.. copy of Dungeon Crawl Stone Soup Tiles but no cedit. I\u2019m enjoying the game, the concept is good and the
puzzles are fun to solve and reasonably challenging. I don\u2019t know if I\u2019ll finish every level as the solutions are all a
bit similar. I wish there were targets or constraints or stats from other players to incentivise efficient optimised solutions rather
than just hacking something together that gets the job done.. asdfghjklasdfghjklasdfghjklasdfghjkl

BOOBIES!!!!!!!!!. Lazy developping and game design all along. You get to a new zone and expect to encounter something a tad
bit different, anything new really, until you realize you're up against the same level, only a little faster.. Really relaxing yet
challenging platformer with unique and fluid mechanics and incredible minimalistic design

You have about 12 levels where you basically play in a huge intricate black and white painting which is revealed to you after
completeing said level. Which blew my mind more often than not. I often just sat there for minutes looking at the amazing art
after finishing a level.

It even has basic 21 by 9 resolution support! Besides some minor pop-in and menu cutting everything works perfectly! Nothing
game breaking at all.

Please check out at least the demo if it seems interesting! You have nothing to lose!
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To Mister and Misses LillyWelland inc
StepX is very nice, I love how simple it is and it's fun to use but when I try to save a little song I make and try and load it up
again to advance Kanye West on the rap charts the program freaks out and plays my music like it's a video game running at a
bad frame rate and it completely messes with the sound by cutting some of the sound clips in half and making my cute little
piano diddy sound bad and shiddy. I have only messed about with it at the moment but I would love to keep making dumb rap
beats and cute keyboard songs but if it's going to make my tunes sound like garbage after saving I'm leaving a bad review. I hope
this probem gets fixed soon and I can't wait untill it does. While I'll admit I've only played a couple of sessions so far, I really
like the devs take on the Minesweeper Roguelite gameplay. Yes, this has already be done with Dungelot and Runestone Keeper,
to name a couple, but 1 subtle difference that is huge to me is that this game DOES NOT have the meta game grinding. When
playing a cool highscore chaser, having a character that, over multiple play sessions, gets persistently more powerful with each
run really distorts stuff. I really like that while this game has unlockable classes, each class will have consistent starting
conditions so, if competing with friends it won't simply be a matter of whomever has built up their character the most will have
a huge advantage.. Okay, I will admit that I wanted to like this game. And honestly, The core of the game was fun. Its just that it
was extremely broken. The Devs need to go back and fix the Frame Rate and the Crashes. And honestly, they need to make the
game less confusing. The game may say you need to go to this location, but the game is so spread out there is no knowing where
that location is.

I finally had to request a refund when I couldn't figure out where the hotel was on my own. I stumbled into quest blind, not
completely knowing why I was there. The controls for driving aren't laid out, and when I say that, I don't mean 'oh I don't know
how to turn left and right' because that wasn't an issue. The issue was I couldn't get out of my vehicle on my own without a
random quest being there. Since I'm sure there would be a point where there are no location quest but you have to get food for
the hotel, that is a serious issue.

The Frame Rate wasn't imposible, I'll say that. But it was slow enough that if I wasn't on my tactical game, zombies would easily
come and munch me like a bag of chips. There are many players who would have flipped out faster and gotten themselves killed
with that frame rate, So that despreately needs to be fixed.

As for crashes, I only dealt with one before I requested a refund. I was in the middle of a hoard of monsters (not completely
sure they were zombies) and I needed to change off my shotgun because I had like 3-4 shots left in it. So I press the convient O
button to swap to my chainsaw. The game couldn't have crashed faster. I've read below that there were many more crashes in the
game so I didn't put up with it.

Alright, so why the heck did I buy a game with nearly no positive reviews to it?

I really wanted to like this game. I am obsessed with apocalyptic and survival games, as any of my friends they'll tell you the
same. So when I saw this, I got excited.

I really like the mechanic where you constantly have to forge for food. I love how you craft weapons, ammo, hotel supplies, and
food. I think that is amazing and the things on those list aren't really easy to get. Very fun for hardcore survivalist like me.

I really like how in the beginning the devs give you plenty of ammo to help you get the learning curve. You essentially have no
fear of running out of ammo in the beginning, with over 70-100 shots of shotgun ammo, around 200-250 pistol ammo, and 250
chainsaw fuel (I sadly never got to try out the chainsaw as mentioned above when I attempted) the weapons you start with are
not top notch. It is a rusty pistol and shotgun. Still they are extremely helpful in the beginning when you are clearing out zombies
from the hotel and maybe a couple missions before you actually have to start crafting ammo.

The hotel was pretty nice, for an apocalypse hotel. There were so many issues in the hotel to fix that I got excited, thinking of
the time I could have soon fixing up the hotel into a 5 star joint.

Since many of you won't play this, I'll say this, Bruno is the most helpful companion in the game, my opinion. He'll charge
zombies, bitting them to death taking almost no damage whatsoever. Very useful with the low frame rate, he'll keep you from
being instantly swarmed when you load up the map.

I guess in conclusion, This game would have been amazing. I'm not biased against it. But these errors were right at the start of
the game. I had hardly finished my first mission when all this sadly came to a head. I wanted to love this game, But unless the
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Devs fix these bugs and add in location markers to help players get to places, This game will never gain positive ratings.

One last thing before I go, Only play one day and night to see how it goes for you. The Devs do not give you a time skip button,
and at one point try to 'recommend' you to wait it out until morning. Do Not Do This. There is no time skip button, so you are
forced to sit there waiting for day to come slowly, which will Wear Down your steam time until the point where Steam will look
at your time card when you go to request a refund for it, and they will think you a liar and deny you. Don't get caught in it. Keep
to one day and one night to see if you actually like the game.. Very nice media player. Controls are simple and easy to use.
The only thing I am dissapointed about are the poor menus.
In plex I have separate libraries for HD Movies, SD Movies and 3D movies. Plevr puts them all into the same one.
And browsing TV shows is a nightmare because it gives you a list of every single episode. This program could be fantastic once
they get the menus sorted out.. Since the developer seem to be new I am going to be merciful despite the bugs/crashes I had.
Mainly when you alt tab off or skip too much the conversations u already seen. The game itself is too short for my liking. It has
nice concept to it tho'. If you are into crime related games etc.
  I personally failed completely on the 1st try sorta ( since to be honest I can't symphatize too much with the main character you
play) because of expirementing what can you do during your testinomy. + On Paris being pretty af.
  If all the bugs fixed this would have potential on developing more crime stories and testimony etc in different settings.

 Still expirementing different endings. Just got less severe punishment because of use of alcohol just to name one of possible
verdicts.

May add that escaping was satisfying and you found out more of the stuff. Not going to spoil tho'.. Excelent game! Beautiful
universe realy sweety game :). The demos look good, but appear to be missing any kind of gloss or shiny plastic or shiny metal
shaders. Regardless I bought this pack to get better shading effects into scenes made with the AGKVR pack. But when I try to
add the AGKVR plugin to any of the shader demos I get an error:

Failed to load plugin "AGKVR" required by this app, it may not be available for this platform.
(the only plugin in the directory is windows, which I am on)

This is really dissappointing. Sure I can make plain old 3d games, but I could of just kept doing that with darkbasic which has a
wider selection of shaders. Can I really not get any of these shaders into a AGKVR scene? If not I pretty much wasted my
money. I cant find anything in the documentation that mentions any limitations.
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